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Abstract
Control of goal-directed tasks is putatively carried out via the cinguloopercular (CO) and frontoparietal (FP) systems. However, it
remains unclearwhether these systems showdissociablemoment-to-moment processing during distinct stages of a trial. Here,
we characterize dynamics in the CO and FP networks in a meta-analysis of 5 decision-making tasks using fMRI, with a
specialized “slow reveal” paradigm which allows us to measure the temporal characteristics of trial responses. We find that
activations in left FP, right FP, and CO systems form separate clusters, pointing to distinct roles in decision-making. Left FP
shows early “accumulator-like” responses, suggesting a role in pre-decision processing. CO has a late onset and transient
response linked to the decision event, suggesting a role in performance reporting. The majority of right FP regions show late
onsets with prolonged responses, suggesting a role in post-recognition processing. These findings expand upon past models,
arguing that the CO and FP systems relate to distinct stages of processing within a trial. Furthermore, the findings provide
evidence for a heterogeneous profile in the FP network, with left and right FP taking on specialized roles. This evidence informs
our understanding of how distinct control networks may coordinate moment-to-moment components of complex actions.
Key words: decision-making, executive control, fMRI, networks
Introduction
The coordination of complex behaviors in the service of high-
level goals is essential to many daily functions in humans, ran-
ging from making a cup of coffee to planning for retirement.
Abundant functional neuroimaging and lesion data imply that
producing these behaviors involves a large number of disparate
brain regions, including putative executive “control” regions in
lateral and medial prefrontal cortex (Duncan and Owen 2000;
Miller and Cohen 2001; Badre and D’Esposito 2007; Koechlin
and Summerfield 2007; Dosenbach et al. 2008; Stuss 2011;
Fedorenko et al. 2013).
One line of evidence from task and resting-state data (Dosen-
bach et al. 2006, 2007, 2008) suggests that these putative control
regions may be divisible into (at least; Power and Petersen 2013)
2 distinct systems or networks: the cinguloopercular (CO) net-
work and the frontoparietal (FP) network. The core of the CO
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network is composed of regions in the anterior insula/frontal
operculum and dorsal anterior cingulate. The FP network is
composed primarily of regions in bilateral dorsal prefrontal and
frontal cortex and bilateral dorsal parietal cortex along the intra-
parietal sulcus and inferior parietal lobule. These networks seg-
regate at rest (Dosenbach et al. 2008; Power et al. 2011; Power and
Petersen 2013) and respond independently to focal brain lesions
(Nomura et al. 2010). Initial evidence fromameta-analysis of task
data argued that the COand FPnetworks also have different func-
tional roles (Dosenbach et al. 2006, 2008). Specifically, COnetwork
responses are sustained throughout a task and show enhanced
responses at task initiation and when task performance is not
optimal (such as when errors are committed). The FP network,
instead, was suggested to play a role in trial-specific adaptive
control: regions in the FP network respond to errors and task
initiation, but responses are not sustained throughout task
engagement.
These characterizations are bolstered by more recent studies
of the activation of the CO and FP networks across different task
(Dubis et al. 2016; Sestieri et al. 2014) and trial types (Neta et al.
2014, 2015; Sadaghiani and D’Esposito 2015; Wallis et al. 2015).
The CO network responds separately to various performance-re-
lated signals, including errors, ambiguity, and reaction time
(Neta et al. 2014), suggesting a role in performance reporting
when adjustments are required by the task. Moreover, although
both the CO and FP networks show error-related (Wheeler et al.
2008; Neta et al. 2015) and cue-related responses (depends on
cue type, Wallis et al. 2015), they do sowith different characteris-
tic timecourses, implying dissociable processing of these events.
In addition to distinctions between CO and FP systems, other
findings suggest that the expansive FP systemmay show hetero-
geneous responses that differ between the 2 hemispheres (Wang
et al. 2014; Neta et al. 2015). These findings are consistent with
data from lesion patients showing that lesions to left lateral
frontal, medial frontal, and right lateral frontal cortex produce
distinct behavioral deficits (Stuss and Alexander 2007; Stuss
2011), implicating these regions in different functions.
This body of work argues that the CO and FP networks make
separate contributions to task control as a whole. However, tran-
sient, trial-level activation of both the CO and FP networks is
among the most ubiquitous across tasks, appearing in trials
from a wide variety of different studies and paradigms (Nelson
et al. 2010; Sestieri et al. 2014). Therefore, it remains unclear
whether the CO and FP networks make distinct contributions to
transient moment-to-moment processing within correct trials.
Some insight into this question may come from a parallel line
of research (Wheeler et al. 2008; Ploran et al. 2007, 2011) which
has suggested that regions spread across a number of systems,
including the CO and FP networks, show dissociable responses
in decision-making. Responses in some regions of the FP, dorsal
attention, and visual processing systems were related to “evi-
dence accumulation,” or the process of gradually collecting infor-
mation toward a decision, and responses in some CO network
regions appeared as more control-related “moment of recogni-
tion” signals, tightly locked to the time a decision is reached.
Here, we use data from 5 separate decision-making tasks
(Ploran et al. 2007, 2011;Wheeler et al. 2008) to examine these dif-
ferences inmoredetail. Specifically,we ask: do the COand FP net-
works show separable activation profiles within correct trials,
and are these differences generalizable across 5 different tasks?
If so, how are these profiles connected to control and processing
demands in decision-making and, thereby, the theoretical roles
of the CO and FP networks? And finally, how uniform are the ac-
tivation profiles within each network?
To address these questions, the 5 tasks use a specialized
“slow reveal” paradigm in which a stimulus is gradually
displayed over the course of 16 s, permitting us to dissociate pro-
cesses related to different stages of decision-making that occur
across the course of a trial, despite the relatively coarse tem-
poral resolution of fMRI. Importantly, the tasks varied in stimu-
lus modality (picture, word), decision type (object recognition,
recognition memory, word recognition), and method of reveal
( jittered pixel mask, gradual unmasking from noise, and grad-
ual letter by letter unmasking; see Fig. 1A), allowing us to exam-
ine the consistency of our findings to varied decision-making
contexts.
We found that, while regions across the CO and FP networks
showed decision-making-related activations, they did so with
distinct timecourses. Regions in the CO network showed transi-
ent responses linked to the moment of decision. In contrast, we
found novel evidence that the FP network showed 2 distinct
types of responses—regions in the L FP had early onset, gradual
responses that appeared related to evidence accumulation,
whereas regions in the R FP showed late onset, prolonged re-
sponses that may be related to response re-evaluation. These
findings provide new insight into the functions of the CO and
FP systems in moment-to-moment processing, which expands
our understanding of their roles in task control.
Methods
Participants
This study includes data from 5 separate slow reveal decision-
making tasks conducted either at the University of Pittsburgh
or Washington University (see Table 1). This aggregation of data
resulted in 92 sessions from a cumulative 56 healthy, typically
developed, young adult subjects (29 females; the same 13 partici-
pants completed Tasks 1 and 2, and 23 participants completed
both Tasks 3 and 4) ranging from 19 to 30 years old (see Table 1
for breakdown by task). A few participants were excluded from
each task due to excessive motion, technical acquisition issues,
failure to comply with the task, or too few trials in relevant con-
ditions (Task 1–2: 5 participants; Task 3: 13 participants; Task 4:
11 participants; Task 5: 2 participants).Written informed consent
was obtained from all participants, and participants were com-
pensated monetarily for their participation. Procedures were
approved by the Institutional Review Boards at the University
of Pittsburgh (Tasks 1, 2, and 5) or Washington University
(Tasks 3–4).
Tasks
In each experiment, stimuli were slowly revealed over the course
of 16 s (see Fig. 1A for schematic from each task type). Experi-
ments varied in the stimulus type (Tasks 1 and 3–5: grayscale ob-
ject images; Task 2: 8 letter words), the task that participants
were completing (Task 1, 3, and 5: object identification; Task 2:
word identification; Task 4: old/new item recognition), andmeth-
od with which items were revealed (Task 1, 3, 4: gradual dissolve;
Task 2: gradual letter reveal; Task 5: randomly jittered mask). In
each task, participants were first asked to press a button at the
time that they were able to make a decision about the stimulus
(regardless of the actual decision). The timing of this first re-
sponse was used to bin activations in analysis. At the end of
the trial, the item was fully revealed and participants were
asked to press a button again to either verify whether their previ-
ous decision was correct (Tasks 1–3 and 5, referred to as
2404 Cerebral Cortex, 2017, Vol. 27, No. 3|
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verification of accuracy or VoA) or to repeat their old/new judg-
ment (Task 4). A subset of these tasks has been reported in previ-
ous publications (Task 1: Ploran et al. 2007; Wheeler et al. 2008,
Task 5: Ploran et al. 2011). See Table 1 for details on each task.
Image Acquisition
All tasks were acquired on a 3T scanner at either the University
of Pittsburgh (a Siemens Allegra or Trio) or Washington Univer-
sity (a Siemens Trio). All anatomical images were acquired
using a T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence. Functional images
were acquired with a Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD)
contrast-sensitive scan using a spin-echo echo-planar (Tasks
1, 2, and 5) or a gradient echo echo-planar (Tasks 3–4) T2*-
weighted pulse sequence. See Table 1 for specific scan para-
meters and details reported in Ploran et al. (2007) (Task 1;
Task 2 also had the same scan parameters as Task 1), and Ploran
et al. (2011) (Task 5). The first 3–4 volumes from each functional
imaging runwere discarded to allow the scannermagnetization
to reach steady state.
Imaging Analysis
Preprocessing
A number of automated steps were undertaken to reduce noise
and artifacts for all studies in this meta-analysis. These included
1) motion correction within and across runs using a rigid body
algorithm (Snyder 1996), 2) whole-brain intensity normalization
to a mode of 1000 to allow for inter-subject comparisons
(Ojemann et al. 1997), 3) temporal realignment of slices to mid-
point of first slice using sinc-interpolation to account for slice ac-
quisition time, and 4) resampling to 2 mm isotropic space and
transformation to a stereotaxic atlas (Talairach and Tournoux
1988). Atlas registration involved aligning a subject’s anatomical
image with a custom atlas-transformed target template using a
series of affine transforms (Lancaster et al. 1995; Snyder 1996).
General Linear Model
A general linear model (GLM) was used to model the BOLD
response in individual voxels for each subject for task events
(Friston et al. 1994; Miezin et al. 2000). Modeling was conducted
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Figure 1. Five different “slow reveal” tasks (A) were included in thismeta-analysis, with stimuli gradually revealed over the course of 16 s (8 steps). Participants indicated an
initial decision at somepoint in thefirst 7 steps. In the final step, participantswere asked toverify their accuracy (VoA). Tasks varied according to the judgment beingmade
(item identity [Tasks 1–3, 5], old/new [Task 4]) about the stimulus, the masking procedure ( jittered mask [Task 5], progressive reveal mask [Task 1–4]), and the stimulus
modality (object [Task 1, 3–5] orword [Task 2]). Notably, inTasks 3–4, some stimuli were exposed to participants before scanning in the context of a living/nonliving task. In
Task 5, themaskwas the samenumber of pixels at all steps, but jittered in location. On some trials (not analyzed here) imageswere shuffled behind themask at each step.
Panel (B) shows a histogram of the times at which initial decisions (also called the response step) were made for each task. Responses were primarily made in response
Steps 4–7; these are the response categories focused on in our experimental analyses.
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using in-house imaging software written in IDL [Research Sys-
tems, Inc.]. The GLM included a linear trend and constant term
for each run to remove baseline and drift effects. Individual time-
points from each trial type were modeled using delta functions.
Trials lasted 8 TRs (16 seconds), and 16 timepoints (32 s) were
modeled per trial to capture the full extent of the BOLD response.
Note that this approach makes no assumptions about the shape
of the hemodynamic response (Ollinger, Corbetta et al. 2001;
Ollinger, Shulman et al. 2001), allowing us to analyze variability
in response shapes as well as response magnitudes. Effects
expressed as percent signal change were derived by dividing
the magnitude of activation for the relevant trial type by the
baseline term for each run.
For each participant, trials were modeled separately based on
participants’ response step (binned by whether they responded
during TR 1-7; also called the moment of decision) and accuracy
(correct or incorrect; self-reported at VoA for Tasks 1–3 and 5 and
based on old/new judgment for Task 4). Responses occurring dur-
ing the final VoA period were coded separately and not analyzed.
In addition, in Task 3 and 4, trials were further coded based on
whether they had previously been seen in an encoding task
(this difference was collapsed over in our analysis). Response
step bins were combined if too few trials (<2 total trials for a sub-
ject) were present in a given step (as was generally the case for
early response steps, i.e., 1–3, but did not occur for any of the re-
sponse steps we analyzed in detail).
Fixed-Effects Analysis
Foreach task, datawereaggregatedacrossparticipants ina second-
level repeated-measures ANOVA with factors of timepoint (1–16)
and response step (4–7; we selected these steps since the majority
of participants’ responses occurred in this period across all 5 tasks;
see Fig. 1B and (Ploran et al. 2007)). Only correct trials were exam-
ined. Data were smoothed at this stage (4 mm). This analysis
yielded an interaction Fmap that showed responseswith different
timecourses for different response steps, highlighting regions in-
volved in the decision-making process. The interaction F-map
was then transformed into a z-score map. Z-maps were combined
inafixed-effects analysis by taking themeanacrossmaps fromthe
5 tasks analyzed in this meta-analysis (see Fig. 2A).
A second, mixed-effects meta-analysis approach was used to
confirm these results. In the mixed-effects analysis, individual
maps from the timepoint by response step interaction in each
study were thresholded (Z > 3.0). The resultant binary images
were summed across studies. This approach produced analogous
results to the fixed-effects analysis (see overlay of fixed-effects
peaks with mixed-effects results in Supplementary Fig. 1).
Region of Interest Definition
Potential regions of interest from the fixed effect map were iden-
tified by growing regions around peak voxels using an algorithm
developed byAbrahamSnyder (Wheeler et al. 2006). This analysis
yielded 69 peak regions across the brain (shown as spheres pro-
jected onto the surface in Fig. 2). We then selected peaks that
overlapped with the CO (5) or FP (12) networks using networks
defined in 120 healthy controls (Power et al. 2011). We centered
10 mm spheres on these peak coordinates, creating regions of
interest (ROIs) thatwe examined in detail in our subsequent ana-
lyses (note that while these ROIs may correspond to putative
functional areas, given potential spatial smearing of responses
we treat them here simply asmeasures of central tendency in re-
sponse activations). Network overlap was determined by exam-
ining the position of our ROIs in the volume-space data with
respect to volume-space representation of the networks (theT
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surface representations shown in Fig. 2 are 2-D projections of the
network overlap that exists in 3-D volume space and therefore
may not always correspond precisely with the original ROI and
network locations, particularly for ROIs that appear along bor-
ders). We confirmed that ROIs along the border of the FP or CO
networks (i.e., IPS regions, preSMA regions) displayed a function-
al connectivity pattern consistentwith the labeled network using
resting-state data from the same group of 120 healthy controls
(Power et al. 2011). Selected regions are shown as black spheres
in Figure 2. Peak coordinates and network assignments from
these regions are shown in Table 2.
Hierarchical Clustering Analysis
A hierarchical clustering analysis was used on this group of ROIs
to identify regions showing similar activation profiles during
these decision-making tasks (Cordes et al. 2002; Salvador et al.
2005; Ploran et al. 2007; Neta et al. 2015). Timecourses from trials
with responses at 4 different steps (4, 5, 6, and 7) were averaged
across tasks and subjects creating a single 16-TR timecourse for
each response step in each region. These averaged timecourses
were then concatenated, resulting in a 64-point vector for each
region. The distances between the concatenated timecourses
from all 17 regions were calculated by taking a “1 − r” calculation.
These distances were submitted to a UPGMA (unweighted paired
groupmethod with arithmetic mean; Handl et al. 2005) hierarch-
ical clustering algorithm inMatlab R2012a (7.14, [TheMathworks;
Natick, MA]). This algorithmunites clusters at each step based on
the average distance between all points within each cluster. A co-
phenetic correlation coefficient (cophenetic r) was calculated on
the final dendrogram to evaluate how well this hierarchical
8 20
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Figure 2. (A) The results of a fixed-effects meta-analysis of activations showing an interaction between response step (4, 5, 6, or 7) and timepoint (TR 1–16) are plotted.
Cluster-based correction identified a number of regions of interest across the brain (peak locations identified with spheres). Seventeen regions (marked in black) were
identified for future analysis based on their localization to the cinguloopercular (CO, 5 regions) and frontoparietal (FP, 12 regions) networks. (B) Meta-analysis peaks
are plotted over the consensus network description from 120 healthy controls (Power et al. 2011). The FP network is shown in yellow, and the CO network is shown in
purple. [A,B center row] A rotated top-view perspective shows a clearer view of IPS regions; although the projected surface location of L IPS3 appears slightly medial to
the FP network, they overlap in in volume space. L, left; R, right; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; fro, frontal; aI/fO, anterior insula/frontal operculum; IPS, intraparietal sulcus;
pre-SMA, pre-supplementary motor area; dACC, dorsal anterior cingulate; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus.
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representation modeled the original similarity among time-
courses. A separate modularity analysis (Newman 2006) of the
linkage graph was used to determine objectively where to cut
the graph (i.e., how many clusters were present; Neta et al.
2015). Maximal modularity was seen for structures with 4 clus-
ters in the linkage graph.
An additional clustering analysis was also included to test the
robustness of results across response steps. In this analysis, clus-
tering was conducted separately on each response step. Apart
from the input data, all clustering procedures were kept identical
to those described above. A confusion matrix was then used to
summarize the consistency of clustering results across itera-
tions, by counting the number of times that a region was clus-
tered together with another region.
Response Shape Characterization
We next examined the timecourse profiles for each identified
cluster by calculating a set of parameters to characterize the ob-
served response shapes (following the methods in Ploran et al.
2007). Linear interpolation was used to expand the 16 TRs from
each response step timecourse into 16 000 data points. The
resultant interpolated timecourses were used to calculate 4 time-
course parameters: time to response onset (“onset”), time to peak
(“peak”), full-width half maximum of the response (“FWHM”),
and time to response offset (“offset”). Onset was calculated as
the time at which 50% of the peak amplitude of responsewas ini-
tially reached (stepping back from the peak), peak was calculated
as the time at which the timecourse reached its peak amplitude,
and offset was calculated as the time at which 50% of the peak
amplitude was reached (stepping forward from the peak).
FWHM was taken as the difference between offset and onset.
This linear interpolation and response characterization approach
was chosen over explicitly modeling the shape of timecourses to
allow for more faithful representation of the variety of time-
course shapes that we observed (Ploran et al. 2007).
Timecourse parameters were estimated for each ROI in a clus-
ter, and statistical analyses comparing parameters for ROIs from
different clusters were carried out in SPSS [version 22] using the
Repeated Measures functions. First, a top-level ANOVAwith with-
in-group factors of response step (4, 5, 6, or 7) and parameter
(Onset, Peak, FWHM, and Offset) and between-group factor of
cluster (Left FP, CO, Right FP) was conducted to provide a quanti-
tative description of the cluster differences. Next, separate (4)
second-level ANOVAs were conducted for each parameter to
characterize which parameters were associated with differences
between the clusters. Awithin-group factor of response step (4, 5,
6, or 7) and a between-group factor of cluster (Left FP, CO, Right FP)
were included in these ANOVAs. Significant cluster main effects
were compared post hoc using t-tests.
In addition, timecourses from each condition were averaged
across ROIs in each cluster and then were normalized by dividing
all values by the peak amplitude of that timecourse to emphasize
differences in the timing of responses above and beyond ampli-
tude-based differences.
Results
Behavioral Responses Were Distributed Across 4
Timepoints of the Trial
Figure 1B displays the distribution of correct responses across the
7 potential response steps for all participants. A very similar dis-
tributionwas seen for the average number of correct responses at
each step per subject. Most responses occurred at Steps 4–7;
therefore, we focused our analyses on these steps (Ploran et al.
2007).
ANumber of Regions Show Response-dependent Activity
in This Task, Many of Which Localize to the
Frontoparietal and Cinguloopercular Control Networks
To identify response step-dependent activation over the course of
a trial, we computed an ANOVA interaction map between factors
of response step (4–7) and time (TR 1-16) for each task. These re-
sults were then input into a fixed-effects analysis to identify acti-
vations that were consistent across tasks (Fig. 2A). From the
resultantfixed-effectsmap,we identified69 regionswith response
step-dependent activation across the brain (spheres in Fig. 2A).
Seventeen of these regions (shown in black in Fig. 2) overlapped
with FP and CO control networks. These regions were distributed
across frontal, parietal, and cingulate cortex in both hemispheres.
These 17 regionswere selected for further analyses examining the
relative contributions of CO and FP networks to different
Table 2 The properties of FP and CO regions showing an interaction between response step and timepoint in the meta-analysis of our 5 tasks
ROI Coordinates (MNI, x y z) Network assignment Cluster Response profile
L IPS 1 −42 −41 45 FP Blue Early, accumulator-like
L IPS 2 −32 −50 45 FP Blue Early, accumulator-like
L IPS 3 −24 −67 49 FP Blue Early, accumulator-like
L Frontal −43 4 33 FP Blue Early, accumulator-like
L MFG 1 −45 25 22 FP Blue Early, accumulator-like
L MFG 2 −43 34 14 FP Blue Early, accumulator-like
R IPS 2 32 −53 49 FP Blue Early, accumulator-like
R Frontal 44 9 28 FP Blue Early, accumulator-like
R IPS 1 44 −45 50 FP Red Late, prolonged
R IFG 53 15 16 FP Red Late, prolonged
R MFG 1 44 32 30 FP Red Late, prolonged
R MFG 2 43 42 18 FP Red Late, prolonged
L aI/fO −31 25 −1 CO Green Late, transient
R aI/fO 33 26 1 CO Green Late, transient
pre-SMA1 1 15 51 CO Green Late, transient
Pre-SMA2 7 24 37 CO Green Late, transient
dACC 1 8 32 CO Black Late, transient, small magnitude
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components of the trial. The coordinates and other relevant infor-
mation from each selected region can be seen in Table 2.
Distinct Response Profiles Are Seen in CO, Left FP, and
Right FP Regions
For each selected region, we concatenated the average time-
course (across tasks) from trials associated with different re-
sponse steps (4–7). We conducted a hierarchical clustering
analysis on these concatenated timecourses and found that con-
trol regions segregated into 4 clusters (see Fig. 3A,B): 1) a cluster
in blue composed primarily of regions in the left hemisphere of
the FP network (Left FP cluster; L IPS 1, L IPS 2, L IPS 3, L Frontal,
L MFG1, L MFG2, R Frontal, and R IPS 2; L = left, R = right, IPS =
intraparietal sulcus, MFG =middle frontal gyrus), 2) a cluster in
red composed of the majority of regions in the right hemisphere
of the FP network (Right FP cluster; R IPS 1, R IFG, R MFG1, and R
MFG2; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus), 3) a cluster in green composed
of regions in the CO network (CO cluster; R aI/fO, L aI/fO, pre-
SMA1, and preSMA2; aI/fO = anterior insula/frontal operculum,
preSMA = supplementary motor area), and 4) a final cluster in
black composed of a single region (dorsal anterior cingulate cor-
tex or dACC cluster) from the CO network. The cophenetic
correlation of the dendrogram was high (cophenetic r = 0.80),
indicating that the clustering dendrogram represented the simi-
larity between timecourses.
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Figure 3. (A) Hierarchical clustering of the timecourses of the FP and CO regions identified 4 groups: 1) a cluster composed primarily of left frontoparietal regions (blue; L
frontal, L MFG 1, LMFG2, L IPS 1, R frontal, and R IPS 2; blue), 2) a cluster of cinguloopercular regions (green; pre-SMA1, pre-SMA2, R aI/fO, L aI/fO; green), 3) a cluster of right
frontoparietal regions (red; RMFG1, RMFG2, R IFG, and R IPS 1), and 4) afinal cluster with a single dorsal ACC region (black). (B) Regions are projected onto an inflated brain,
colored based on their cluster assignment. (C) Average timecourses from each cluster. Timecourses associated with different response steps are plotted in progressively
darker colors (the moment of decision, or response step, is plotted with a square along the x-axis). Timecourses from the left FP cluster (blue) showed early onsets before
the decision point and prolonged responses, whereas the right FP cluster (red) showed late onsets with prolonged responses. The CO and dACC clusters (green and black)
showed intermediate onsets with transient responses tightly linked to the moment of decision.
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In addition, a supplementary approach was adopted to exam-
ine the robustness of our clustering results across individual
response step subsamples of our data. Despite the smaller
amounts of data, and despite allowing both the clustering assign-
ment and number of clusters to be decided in a data-driven fash-
ion, regions were grouped in broadly the same fashion in these
subsamples as we report above for the dataset as a whole (includ-
ing, in particular, separate clustering of the R FP and L FP systems).
These findings are reported in detail in Supplementary Figure 2.
Average timecourses from each cluster for the different re-
sponse steps are shown in Figure 3C. As expected from the clus-
tering results, timecourse profiles appeared to vary by cluster.
The L FP cluster (blue) showed early onset, gradual activations
with peaks that varied linearly with decision time, peaking
around the moment of decision (if an ∼5–6 s hemodynamic lag
is assumed; Friston et al. 1994; Henson and Friston 2011), with
higher accumulation slopes when decisions were made earlier.
The CO and dACC clusters (green and black, respectively) showed
late onset and relatively transient activations closely locked to
the time of response. Finally, the right FP cluster (red) showed de-
layed onset (post-response) and prolonged activations. These
timecourses within each cluster were similar for individual re-
gions (see Supplementary Fig. 3) and for individual tasks (see
Supplementary Fig. 4), with the potential exception of the dACC
(single-node) cluster. We quantified differences between the
timecourse profiles in more detail in the following analyses.
Response Profiles Differ in Their Onset Times and
Transience
To compare the shapes of the temporal profiles across clusters ir-
respective of amplitude, trials were grouped by cluster, sorted by
response step, and normalized to remove amplitude differences
(displayed in Fig. 4A). The previously described differences in
timecourse shapes between the left FP, right FP, and CO/dACC
clusters are emphasized in these normalized timecourses and
appear consistent across the 4 response steps.
To compare response shapes in a quantitative fashion, we
measured 4 aspects of each timecourse: the time to onset, time
of peak, full-width half maximum (FWHM), and time to offset for
each timecourse. Cluster averages are shown in Figure 4B for each
response step. ROI parameter valueswere analyzed in a parameter
(onset, peak, FWHM, and offset) × response step (4–7) ANOVAwith
a between-group factor of cluster (Left FP, Right FP, CO). Note that
the dACC clusterwas omitted from this and the following analyses
since only one regionwas present in this cluster (visual inspection
of Fig. 4B suggests that it had parameters analogous to the CO clus-
ter). As expected given their separation in the clustering analysis,
the clusters differed reliably in their timecourses (F2,13 = 29.34, P <
0.001). There was also a significant cluster × parameter interaction
(F6,117 = 27.94, P < 0.001) and interactions with response step for
each of these factors (cluster × response step: F6,117 = 8.31, P < 0.001;
cluster × parameter × response step: F18,117 = 3.48, P < 0.001).
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Figure 4.Timecourseswere further characterized by their temporal profiles. (A) Timecourses for each response step (4–7) are shown for the average timecourses from the 4
clusters, normalized to the same peak amplitude to depict timing differences across regions. (B) The timing for the onset, peak, width (fwhm), and offset of each cluster
was characterized using interpolated timecourses. Consistent with visual impressions from panel A and Figure 3C, the left FP timecourses showed short onsets and large
widths, the CO and dACC cluster showed very similar temporal profiles with late onsets and narrow widths (note that the dACC “peaks” are identical to the CO peak
responses and are therefore masked by the CO line), and the right FP timecourses showed late onsets and more prolonged responses. Error bars depict the SE of the
mean across regions for each cluster; in some cases, these are not visible around the data point. Note that, since parameters were estimated for timecourses from
individual ROIs and then averaged in B, they may not match the exact numerical values of parameters from the average timecourses in A.
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To determine what timecourse parameters were associated with
these differences, we next conducted post hoc ANOVAs for each
parameter separately. Significant effects of cluster and interac-
tions between response step and cluster were found for each par-
ameter (all P < 0.005; see Table 3 for a summary).
The data presented in Figure 4B suggest that these effects
were driven by 3 factors. First, the left FP cluster timecourses
had the earliest onsets, peaked linearly with decision time,
near the moment of decision (assuming an ∼6 s hemodynamic
delay; Friston et al. 1994; Henson and Friston 2011), and displayed
extended responses (i.e., a large FWHM). Second, the CO/dACC
cluster timecourses had a late onset time combined with a tran-
sient response (i.e., low FWHM), with early peaks and early off-
sets. Third, the right FP cluster displayed late onset times, and
especially late peak and offset times, combined with prolonged
responses (i.e., large FWHM; although note that this value
declined for later response steps). These observations were
supported by post hoc t-tests of the significant effects in each
parameter-level ANOVA (see summary in Table 3). Onsets were
significantly earlier in the left FP cluster than the right FP (t(10) =
5.72, P < 0.001) and CO (t(10) = 4.19, P < 0.005) clusters. Peaks
occurred significantly later in the right FP cluster than the left
FP (t(10) = 5.47, P < 0.001) and CO (t(6) = 4.33, P < 0.005) clusters.
FWHM was significantly lower for the CO cluster than the left
FP (t(10) = 10.66, P < 0.001) and right FP (t(6) = 3.44, P < 0.05) clusters,
which in turn also differed significantly from one another (t(10) =
4.20, P < 0.005, right FP lower than left FP). Similarly, offsets
occurred significantly earlier in the CO cluster than the left FP
(t(10) = 4.94, P < 0.001) and right FP (t(6) = 13.33, P < 0.001) clusters,
and the left FP cluster offset occurred significantly earlier than
the right FP cluster offset (t(10) = 3.40, P < 0.01).
Discussion
Here, we used data from 5 “slow reveal” decision-making tasks to
examine the relative contributions of the frontoparietal and cin-
guloopercular networks to moment-to-moment processing
within a trial. We found that a number of regions in both
networks showed decision-related activity in these tasks. The
timecourse parameters from these regions argue that they were
differentially related to distinct processes within a trial: 1) time-
courses from regions primarily in the left FP network had early
onsets and extended responses peaking linearly with decision
time, around the moment of decision (i.e., the response step),
pointing to a role in pre-decision processing, 2) timecourses
from the COnetwork showed late onsets and transient responses
closely linked to themoment of decision, consistentwith a role in
performance reporting, and 3) timecourses from the majority of
regions in the right FP network were characterized by late onsets
and prolonged durations, trailing the moment of decision, sug-
gesting a role in post-decision processing, perhaps through con-
tinuing response evaluation, feedback implementation, or next
trial adjustments (see Fig. 5 and discussion below for an elabor-
ation of these ideas).
These findings build on previous work showing a distinction
between evidence accumulation and moment of recognition re-
sponses across regions throughout the brain including both con-
trol and sensory systems ((Ploran et al. 2007, 2011; Wheeler et al.
2008); see also (Kayser et al. 2010; Tremel and Wheeler 2015) for
additional work on evidence accumulation). We used data from
5 tasks to conduct a detailed analysis of the trial timecourses
from the CO and FP networks, elucidating the role of these puta-
tive control networks in decision-making.
Control System Model
These data provide a window into the timecourse of FP and CO
network activations during a trial. Previous investigations of
the FP and CO systems have focused on their relative contribu-
tions throughout an entire task (i.e., sustained activations;
Dubis et al. 2016; Sestieri et al. 2014) or for different trial types
(i.e., error trials, cues; Dosenbach et al. 2006; Power and Petersen
2013; Neta et al. 2015; Wallis et al. 2015), that represented periods
with high control demands necessary for optimizing task per-
formance. Core regions in the CO network (dACC/msFC, left and
right aI/fO) show enhanced signals for all 3 task periods (sus-
tained activations, errors, and cues), consistent with the CO net-
work playing a role in initializing a task set and maintaining it
within a trial (Dosenbach et al. 2006; Power and Petersen 2013;
Sestieri et al. 2014). FP regions, instead, primarily showed cue
and error signals (but not sustained activations) (Dosenbach
et al. 2006; Power and Petersen 2013), and their activations tend
to be less domain-general (Sestieri et al. 2014). Together with
the working memory and top-down attention signals reported
in these regions (D’Esposito et al. 2000; Curtis and D’Esposito
2003; Gazzaley et al. 2007), these findings suggest that the FP sys-
tem may have a more prominent role in interactions between
processing demands and adaptive control within a trial.
Therefore, although the FPandCO systems appear to carry out
distinct aspects of executive control, past evidence has suggested
that both systems are active during moment-to-moment event
processing in a wide variety of tasks (Nelson et al. 2010). Using
a slow reveal paradigm especially designed to reveal different
stages of processing within a trial, our data provide a new win-
dow into the adaptive moment-to-moment signals of FP and
CO systems. Specifically, we found that regions in the CO, left
FP, and right FP systems clustered separately from one another
and showed distinct timecourse profiles of activation, pointing
to dissociable roles in evidence accumulation and control pro-
cessing and adding new insight to our control system models
(Fig. 5).
In our study, the CO network was transiently active at the end
of the trial, closely linked to the moment at which participants
Table 3 This table reports the main effects and interaction results of
mixed-effects ANOVAs conducted separately on each timecourse
parameter, with within-group factor of step (4, 5, 6, or 7) and between-
group factor of cluster (Left FP, CO, Right FP)
Cluster (main) Step × Cluster Significant pairwise
relationships
Onset F2,13 = 19.66,
P < 0.001
F6,39 = 4.72,
P < 0.005
Left FP < Right FP
Left FP < CO
Peak F2,13 = 19.93,
P < 0.001
F6,39 = 3.95,
P < 0.005
Left FP < Right FP
CO < Right FP
FWHM F2,13 = 41.47,
P < 0.001
F6,39 = 4.15,
P < 0.005
CO < Left FP
CO < Right FP
Right FP < Left FP
Offset F2,13 = 31.60,
P < 0.001
F6,39 = 6.42,
P < 0.001
CO < Left FP
CO < Right FP
Left FP < Right FP
As expected given their separation in the clustering analysis, a higher level
mixed-effects ANOVA, with the additional within-group factor of parameter
(Onset, Peak, FWHM, and Offset), had significant effects of cluster. In addition,
there was a significant step × cluster effect, as well as interactions with
parameter for each of these effects (see Results). The final column reports
significant pairwise relationships (P < 0.05) found in post hoc t-tests from the
parameter-level ANOVAs (see Results for specific statistics).
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were able to reach a decision. We suggest that CO system activa-
tions represent a performance reporting signal that is tightly
linkedwith a decision. This transient signalmay then be incorpo-
rated into the greater task control model maintained by the CO
network throughout task performance (that may be reflected by
the sustained responses seen in these areas across entire task
blocks; Dosenbach et al. 2006; Dubis et al. 2014). Notably, given
the transience of the CO network moment-to-moment re-
sponses, we believe that their activations are more consistent
with a short performance “reporting” role rather than prolonged
performance “monitoring” (see additional discussion below in
Function of the Medial Frontal Cortex in Trial Level Control). Previous
data have shown that the CO network signals various aspects of
performance separately, including accuracy, reaction time, and
ambiguity (Neta et al. 2014), consistent with an enhanced role
for the CO network when performance measures indicate a
need for updating task set signals. Furthermore, in the case of er-
rors, CO regions show fast, transient responses much like in cor-
rect trials, butwithhigheramplitudes (Neta et al. 2015), and errors
in these regions primarily deviate from correct responses in the
postrecognition period of a slow reveal task (Wheeler et al. 2008).
The FP system, instead, showed different timecourses in the 2
hemispheres. Left hemisphere regions of the FP system were
characterized by early onset and gradual responses that occurred
primarily before the decision-making period. Response onsets in
these regions were similar for all decision events, but peaked at
different times depending on when the decision was made (as
in Ploran et al. 2007). Thus, sharper forward slopes were seen
for earlier, relative to later, decisions. Based on the similarity of
these timecourses to that of decision-making neurons, we pro-
pose that left hemisphere FP regions are involved in the accumu-
lation of evidence toward a decision (Gold and Shadlen 2007).
Note, however, that in a recent study (Tremel and Wheeler
2015) where participants were required to distinguish between
2 stimulus categories embedded in noise, only more posterior
visual and dorsal attention regions showed signatures of evi-
dence accumulation, suggesting that evidence accumulation in
the FP networkmay only be required in cases withmore complex
decisions. An alternative explanation is that accumulator-like
timecourses present in the L FP systemmay represent a continu-
ous top-down refinement of stimulus processing (Curtis and
D’Esposito 2003; Gazzaley et al. 2007) via an accumulation of
attention signals over the course of the trial.
Finally, themajority of regions in the right FP network showed
prolonged responses with a late onset, primarily after the deci-
sion-making event (and, unlike left FP regions, the forward
slope of activations in right FP regions did not appear to differ
with response step). We propose that right FP regions are in-
volved in extended post-decision processing that may include
evaluation of the response, feedback implementation, and/or
next trial effects (perhaps acting upon performance signals
from the COnetwork). This signature suggests a rolemore related
to control-related response adjustment than the accumulation-
like signals from the left component of the FP network. Consist-
ent with the delayed post-decision processing signals seen here,
error responses in right FP regions also showprolonged durations
across 12 tasks (Neta et al. 2015). One possibility is that the de-
layed processing in R FP regions is related to the presence of an
explicit response re-evaluation point in our paradigm (the “veri-
fication of accuracy” or VoA event, at the end of the trial).While it
does not appear that the R FP response is evoked directly by the
VoA event (because, at 14 s, the VoA follows the onset of the R FP
timecourses and because the R FP timecourses vary with re-
sponse step whereas the VoA event occurred at a set time
in each trial), it is possible that asking participants to explicitly
re-assess the accuracy of their responses caused them, in
Trial Aha! Correct?
L FP
R FP
CO
Predecision processing:
evidence accumulation
Performance
report
Postdecision processing:
response evaluation, feedback,
or next trial adjustments
Time
Figure 5. Schematic summary of experimental findings. During a decision-making taskwith slowly revealed stimuli (shown in 4 steps along the top row), 1) left FP (second
row, blue) regions show early onset and gradually increased signals that peak when a response ismade, 2) CO regions (third row, green) show a transient response closely
linked to the decisionmoment, and 3) right FP regions show a delayed prolonged response after the decision (fourth row, red). Italicized terms describe our hypothesized
predictions for the roles of each of these networks.
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anticipation, to continue to evaluate the stimulus with respect to
their decision. This functionwould be consistentwith a re-evalu-
ation role thatwe propose regions in the R FPmay be carrying out
during post-decision processing. Based on the data we present
here, it is unclear whether an explicit re-evaluation is required
to drive delayed activations in R FP; notably, however, the afore-
mentioned delayed R FP responses after errors occurred in the
absence of an explicit VoA or performance feedback signal
(Neta et al. 2015), suggesting that delayed R FP responses may
be internally driven as well. Future research will be needed to es-
tablishmore definitively what the role is of delayed signals in the
right FP system, using paradigms designed to dissociate the en-
umerated possibilities.
Relationship to Alternative Control System Models
Others have proposed related models for the function of the CO
and FP systems. In one conception, the CO network supports
tonic alertness, perhaps by inhibiting distraction, whereas the
FP network supports phasic aspects of selective attention con-
nected with enhanced processing of stimulus-specific informa-
tion (Sadaghiani et al. 2010, 2012). Evidence in favor of this
conception includes a relationship between the CO network
and alpha power (commonly thought to index inhibition; Sada-
ghiani et al. 2010) and the FP network and alpha band phase syn-
chrony (which may index transient integration across disparate
brain areas; Sadaghiani et al. 2012). Furthermore, separately ma-
nipulating task difficulty through the similarity between stimuli
or the regularity of the trial structurewas related to increased ac-
tivation in the dorsal attention/FP and CO networks, respectively
(Sadaghiani and D’Esposito 2015).
Despite differences between this theoretical account and our
proposed model, many similarities exist, including an emphasis
on sustained processing and sensitivity to task structure vari-
ables for the CO network (i.e., in our previous work, CO signals
are sustained across entire task blocks, we suggest for task set
maintenance—Dosenbach et al. 2006; Dubis et al. 2014), and a
close connection with moment-to-moment processing for the
(left) FP network. In the context of the current decision-making
tasks, it is unclear how the transient moment-to-moment sig-
nals exhibited by the CO network in individual trials are related
to tonic alertness. Theymay relate toCO inhibitory functions pro-
posed by Sadaghiani and colleagues (2010), if additional response
alternatives are inhibited once a single decision option has been
selected. One possibility is that the CO systemmay carry outmul-
tiple functions that reflect both our performance report and these
tonic alertness/inhibition characterizations.
Frontoparietal System Asymmetries
In this study, we provide new evidence for FP network asymmet-
ries. We found that regions in the right and left hemispheres of
the FP network showed distinct temporal profiles in this set of de-
cision-making tasks, linked together only at the final step of the
clustering dendrogram (indicating a low degree of similarity; see
Fig. 3). While both sets of regions showed prolonged responses,
left FP regions had early onsets that peaked around the moment
of decision (assuming an ∼6 s hemodynamic delay; Friston et al.
1994; Henson and Friston 2011), with sharper slopes associated
with earlier decisions in “accumulator” like responses. The ma-
jority of right FP regions, instead, had delayed onsets, primarily
post-decision, and late peaks. This evidence links to, and ex-
pands upon, previous findings from neuropsychological, task
fMRI, and resting-state fMRI studies, suggesting that the FP
system (especially in lateral frontal cortex) may show a heteroge-
neous, asymmetric profile.
Neuropsychological: Evidence from patients (Stuss and Alexan-
der 2007; Stuss 2011) has demonstrated that lesions to left lat-
eral, medial, and right lateral prefrontal cortex each lead to
distinct characteristic deficits, especially in complex tasks re-
quiring control. Lesions to left lateral frontal cortex are char-
acterized by increases in false alarms, especially in more
complex tasks with conflicting options. Lesions to medial
prefrontal cortex are related to longer response times, par-
ticularly in later or more extended periods of a task. Finally,
lesions to right lateral frontal cortex are associated with in-
creased variability in performance and increased errors of
all types. This set of observations led to the proposal that
each of these regions participates in separable aspects ofmo-
ment-to-moment processing, respectively: task setting (es-
tablishing a stimulus-response relationship), energization
(initiating and sustaining a response), and monitoring
(checking the quality of responses and making adjustments
to behavior) (Stuss and Alexander 2007). These characteriza-
tions support the idea that the left and right components of
the FP network (along with CO regions in medial frontal cor-
tex)may have distinct functional roles. Furthermore, the spe-
cific deficits align with aspects of our model (discussed
above): we propose that the left FP system is related to pre-de-
cision processing, while the right FP system is related to de-
layed response evaluation, and the CO system is closely
linked to the performance aspects of the decision-making
act.
Task fMRI:Anumberof fMRI task studies havealso provided evi-
dence for lateralization of responses in frontal cortex (D’E-
sposito et al. 1998; Kelley et al. 1998; Henson et al. 2000;
Habib et al. 2003; Dobbins et al. 2004; Nee et al. 2007; Neta
et al. 2015). As described above, the left and right FP re-
sponses in this study map particularly well to differences
that these regions exhibit in error responses (left: early and
fast error responses, right: prolonged error responses extend-
ing late into the trial; Neta et al. 2015). A meta-analysis of
conflict interference effects also suggested a similar timing
asymmetry, with left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex asso-
ciated with conflict resolution during stimulus encoding
and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex associated with con-
flict resolution during response selection (Nee et al. 2007).
Once again, these characterizations fit with the idea that
the left component of the FP system is involved in earlier pro-
cessing, while the right component of the FP system is in-
volved in later, response-related control.
Resting-state fMRI: Finally, resting-state fMRI studies also sup-
port the presence of FP asymmetries. Wang et al. (2014) ex-
amined functional connectivity patterns at rest for the two
hemispheres separately. They found that the FP network,
more than other networks, showed particularly high levels
of intrahemispheric relative to interhemispheric, connec-
tions, arguing for some degree of hemispheric autonomy in
the system. This evidence is consistent with the idea that
FP regions in the twohemispheresmay carry out distinct spe-
cialized functions.
As awhole, this evidence for heterogeneitymay indicate that the
FP network acts as amultifaceted system,with different subcom-
ponents carrying out distinct processes of a task. This mix of re-
sponse characteristics suggests that the FP system is well posed
tomediate between processing and control requirements needed
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to complete many goal-directed tasks. In support of this idea, a
recent study (Power et al. 2013) found that the FP system was po-
sitioned at the center of a spring embedded graph of whole-brain
network organization, with connections to both processing and
control systems.
Function of the Medial Frontal Cortex in
Moment-to-Moment Control
Themedial frontal cortex, including the dorsal anterior cingulate,
the supplementary motor cortex, and pre-supplementary motor
cortex, has been ascribed a large number of functions by different
groups (see reviews in Rushworth et al. 2007; Nachev et al. 2008;
Shenhav et al. 2013). These include processes such as volition
(Nachev et al. 2005), complex stimulus-action associations
(Nachev et al. 2008), tracking uncertainty (Grinband et al. 2006;
Neta et al. 2014), exerting task control (Dosenbach et al. 2006,
2007, 2008), error detection (Dehaene et al. 1994), conflict moni-
toring (Botvinick et al. 1999, 2001; MacDonald et al. 2000; Kerns
2004), tracking reinforcement history (Rushworth et al. 2007),
and predicting response outcomes (Alexander and Brown 2011).
The slow reveal paradigms examined in this meta-analysis
provide evidence about the relative timing of activations across
a trial that help to discriminate among some of these accounts.
Specifically, one popular model of the function of medial frontal
cortex proposes that it plays a distinct role inmonitoring for con-
flict signals, and if conflict is found, then relays a need for in-
creased control to parts of lateral prefrontal cortex which, in
turn, execute top-down controlled regulation of other regions
((MacDonald et al. 2000; Botvinick et al. 2001; Kerns 2004); note
that updates to thismodel frame the function of themedial front-
al cortex as both having a role in monitoring for conflict and er-
rors as well as specifying the control characteristics that are
then sent to lateral prefrontal cortex (Shenhav et al. 2013)). The
timing of processes in our study, however, would appear to be in-
consistent with a “monitoring” role inmedial frontal cortex. A re-
gion that monitors stimulus processing for conflict over a trial
might be expected to show an early onset and prolonged activa-
tion during decision-making, more analogous to what is seen in
left FP regions in this study. A region that continuously monitors
response outcomes might instead be expected to show an ex-
tended activation post-decision while awaiting feedback, analo-
gous to right FP activations in our experiment. Instead, we found
that regions in the medial frontal cortex, along with other CO re-
gions in the anterior insula, displayed transient signals closely
tied to the moment of decision. This set of observations suggests
that, unlike in conflict-monitoring accounts, these regions play a
role in transient reporting/signaling of the decision response
(and related aspects of performance including conflict, ambigu-
ity, or uncertainty, and time on task; MacDonald et al. 2000;
Kerns 2004; Grinband et al. 2006; Neta et al. 2014), rather than pro-
longedmonitoring of more basic stimulus or response processes.
We propose that these signals may then be used to update
sustained task set representations within the CO network and
make control adjustments as needed, perhaps in conjunction
with lateralized components of the FP control system. Interest-
ingly, 2 studies testing the conflict-monitoring model of control
found differential recruitment of regions in left (MacDonald
et al. 2000) and right (Kerns 2004) dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
during variants of the Stroop task. Specifically, the left dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex showed both cue-related activation
(especially in the more difficult control condition) as well as
target-processing activation (MacDonald et al. 2000), whereas
right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation correlated with
behavioral adjustments in the trial following conflict (Kerns
2004). In both cases, medial frontal cortex showed conflict-re-
lated signals, specifically preceding behavioral adjustments and
right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity. It is notable that
these characteristics could again be consistent with an early, pre-
decision processing role for the left component of the FPnetwork,
a response adjustment role for the right component of the FP net-
work, and a performance reporting (rather than monitoring) role
for the CO network.
Caveats
First, although responses were generally divided into groups of
CO, L FP, and R FP by the results of data-driven clustering, a few
regions showed exceptions to this pattern. Despite these excep-
tions, adopting an a priori division of regions into CO, L FP, and
R FP groups produced similar results (including significant differ-
ences in response parameter characterizations, see Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5, Table 1), suggesting that ourmodel is good description
of the data. However, we discuss the unique cases in more detail
below.
dACC
ACO region along the ventral border of the dorsal anterior cin-
gulate clustered separately from the other CO regions we ex-
amined (as well as from all other groups). This distinct
clustering was preserved even when subsamples of the
datawere examined from individual response steps (see Sup-
plementary Fig. 2). However, the timecourse parameters of
the dACC were very similar to the timecourse parameters of
other CO regions (Fig. 4). This suggests that the dACC region
shows a similar response profile to the other CO regions
(and presumably, therefore, related functional role). The dis-
tinct clustering of the dACC may be associated with its more
variable response characteristics (see Supplementary Fig. 4).
R Frontal and R IPS2
The right frontal and right IPS 2 regions of the FP system clus-
tered with left FP regions. As would be expected given this
clustering, a more detailed examination of their timecourse
parameters demonstrates that they are more similar to L FP
regions than other R FP regions (they have earlier onsets
than all of the other R FP regions, have earlier peaks than
all but 1 R FP region, and have higher FWHM than all other
R FP regions). Furthermore, these regions clustered fairly con-
sistently with the L FP group even when separate response
step samples of the data were clustered independently (see
Supplementary Fig. 2). This suggests that the left/right dis-
sociation of the FP system,while a useful heuristic to describe
the results in the majority of FP regions, does not perfectly
characterize responses across the entire frontoparietal
system.
Secondly, although we characterize general roles for regions in
the CO, L FP, and R FP networks based on the similarity of their
responses in decision-making, we do not believe that this indi-
cates that the CO network as a whole (or the L FP or R FP) carries
out a single cognitive process. Instead, we believe that the com-
mon response characteristics suggest that the regions within
each cluster carry out a related set of processes in decision-mak-
ing that are clearly distinct between the CO, L FP, and R FP
clusters.
Third, past studies have shown that some regions (especially
in the FP network) may show high degrees of variability in con-
nectivity across individuals (Mueller et al. 2013; Gordon et al.
2015). In this study, we adopted a large group (meta-analysis)
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approach to circumvent variability at the individual subject level,
allowing us to detect group differences between these clusters,
despite potentially elevated levels of individual variability. How-
ever, it is possible that high variability across subjects contribu-
ted to the distinct classification of R frontal and R IPS2 regions
(see above).
Finally, in this study we analyzed experiments that adopted a
specialized “slow reveal” paradigm to separate responses for dif-
ferent phases of a decision-making trial. It is worth noting the
possibility that use of this specialized paradigm may have influ-
enced the results and their ability to generalize to other contexts.
However, 1) other decision-making studies with more classical
designs have implicated similar regions in evidence accumula-
tion (Kayser et al. 2010) (although see also (Tremel and Wheeler
2015), which found that onlymore posterior visual association re-
gions show evidence accumulation for relatively easy decisions
among few options), and 2) we show that our findings generalize
across several slow reveal studies, despite a number of differ-
ences in their parameters (e.g., stimulus modality, decision
type, and method of reveal). Therefore, we feel that the findings
are representative of processing that would occur in other delib-
erative decision-making contexts.
Conclusion
In summary, we found that the cinguloopercular, left, and right
frontoparietal network regions showed distinct response profiles
in decision-making trials. Thesefindings argue for different func-
tional specializations in moment-to-moment processing within
the frontoparietal and cinguloopercular networks. The left com-
ponent of the frontoparietal network showed early and gradual
accumulator-like responses, suggesting a role in pre-decision
evidence accumulation. The cinguloopercular network showed
transient responses tightly linked to the moment of decision;
together with previous evidence on its relationship to errors, am-
biguity, and reaction time, these findings indicate that cinguloo-
percular regions have a role in performance-related signaling
(i.e., through a transient response, rather than extendedmonitor-
ing), perhaps to update a task set that is sustained across entire
task periods. Finally, right hemisphere regions of the frontoparie-
tal network showed late prolonged responses indicating a role in
post-decision processing, potentially consisting of response
evaluation, feedback implementation, and/or subsequent trial
processing. Taken together with past evidence, these findings re-
finemodels of cinguloopercular and frontoparietal network func-
tion, indicating that the networks may participate in dissociable
cognitive processes within a trial.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.
oxfordjournals.org/.
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